ON THE PROJECTION GEOMETRY OF A FINITE
AW*-ALGEBRA
BY

S. K. BERBERIAN
It is well-known that the projection lattice of a finite AW*-algebra
is a
continuous
geometry. At the time this was proved [7, Theorem 6.5], AW*algebras had just been invented, while continuous geometries had already
been studied extensively.
It was therefore natural that basic results were occasionally quoted from continuous geometry, rather than proved anew for
the projection geometry, such as the existence of a dimension function [7, §6],
strong semi-simplicity
[18, Theorem 2.7], the existence of a suitably related
regular ring, and the extension of projection ortho-isomorphisms
(see [4]).
Nevertheless there are valid reasons for repeating this work in the context
of AW*-algebras:
(1) the subject of AW*-algebras is made more accessible
by bypassing continuous geometry; (2) the AW* proofs are easier; notably,
the projection lattice is orthocomplemented,
and the relation of equivalence
more tractable (see [13]); (3) continuous geometries are too general; there is
more information to be squeezed out of the AW* case.
The dimension function can already be read out of [2, Lemme 6.13], an
easy argument
(implicit in [2]) for strong semi-simplicity
is given in §1, the
regular ring is reconstructed
by AW* methods in [l], and the projection
ortho-isomorphism
theorem is proved in [4] (in a generality greater than is
afforded by continuous geometry). The contribution
of this paper to the program is a description of the reduction of the projection geometry into a complete set of irreducible continuous geometries [12 ], together with the attached
regular rings.
The organization
of the paper is roughly as follows: §§1 and 2 are expository, §3 is trivial algebra, and §§4 and 5 are partly a continuation
of [l].
The expository material has to do with the A/M theorem [18, Theorems 4.1,
5.1 ], (the assumption of trace is removed in a forthcoming paper by T. Yen);
to exhibit certain technical details (Lemma 2.4) which are needed later (in
Lemma 5.2), we have found it expedient
to give a complete proof of this
theorem. In §3 we discuss a class of rings with involution whose basic feature
is
(a) the right annihilator of any element is the principal right ideal generated by a projection.
The Baer *-rings of Kaplansky
[ll, Chapter III] are special cases:
(b) the right annihilator of any subset is the principal right ideal gener-

ated by a projection.
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C*-algebras satisfying condition
(a) are the 73*-algebras (with unity)
of Rickart [16, Definition 2.1]; condition (b) gives the AW*-algebras. For a
regular ring with involution, condition (a) is a reformulation
of *-regularity
[15, Theorem 4.5; 10, §2], condition (b) is complete *-regularity. We have not
attempted
a study of *-rings satisfying (a) alone, but have added a rather
artificial set of axioms; still, there are a number of nontrivial examples (see
§§4, 5). In §5, a new class of Baer *-rings is exhibited, and related to the reduction of the projection geometry of a finite AW*-algebra;
there are connections and divergencies with the A/M theorem.
Throughout
the paper A is a finite AW*-algebra
(though occasionally
greater generality is indicated), thought of as a self-adjoint subalgebra of its
regular enlargement
C [l]. None of the actual details of the construction
of
C will be needed, and the reduction theory (Theorem 5.3; Theorem 5.7, parts
(1), (2), (3)) does not depend on C at all. General notations are the same as in
[l ], with the following exception: e <f means there is a projection g such that
e~g and g^sf. The notion of p-ideal [18, Definition 2.1 ] will occur frequently,
and a substantial
part of [18] is quoted during the proof of Lemma 2.4.
1. Dimensions in closed ideals. Strong semi-simplicity of A [18, Theorem 2.7], which is relevant for the reduction theory, can be proved as follows.
Assume to the contrary that the intersection
N of all maximal ideals is not 0.
Then N contains a nonzero projection e (spectral theory), which we may assume to be "simple" [2, Lemme 4.9, Lemme 6.4]. The central cover h of e,
being the sum of finitely many orthogonal projections equivalent to e, also
lies in N [18, Lemma 2.1 ]. But there is a maximal ideal excluding h, namely
any maximal ideal containing (1 —h)A.
The rest of the section is devoted to proving: if T is a closed ideal of A, and
e is a projection

in I, its dimension

D(e) is also in 7; and if M is a maximal

ideal

containing D(e), it necessarily contains e.
When A is type I, the center-valued
trace is available, and since Tr(e)
= D(e), these results can be quoted from [18, Theorem 3.1]; but it may be
of interest
to see that continuous
geometry
can be circumvented.
First,
Dixmier's approximation
theorem [2, Theoreme 7] is valid in AW*-algebras
(and somewhat more generally; see [6, Theorem l]. Consequently
Tr(a) is
the limit (in norm) of convex combinations
^XtW.awf of unitary transforms
of a [2, Theoreme 3]. In particular aEI implies Tr(a)EI.
If M is a maximal
ideal, the discussion in [5, Lemme 15] is applicable:
{aEA: Tr (a*a)EM}
is a proper ideal containing M, thus it coincides with AT.
For the remainder of the section.it will be assumed that .4 is type II ;Z is

the center of A.
Lemma

1.1. If cEZ

and 0^c:Sl,

there exists a projection

e such that

D(e)=c.
Proof. Let (ei) be a maximal

family of orthogonal

projections

such that
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^3? D(e/) ^c tor every finite sum. Setting e = LUB e,, we have D(e) = YD(e/)
^c. If c —D(e) ^0, we are through. Assume to the contrary; choose a nonzero
central projection h and a number e>0 such that [c —D(e)]h^eh.
Let n he
an integer such that 2~n^e, and construct
a projection / such that D(f)

= 2~»A [2, Lemme 6.2]. Since D(f)^eh^[c-D(e)]h^c-D(e)^l-D(e)
= D(l—e), we have f<l—e;
passing to an equivalent projection, it can be
assumed that/gl-e.
Then D(f)^c-D(e),
D(f)+D(e)^c,
and maximality
is contradicted.
Let the center Z of A be expressed as the algebra C(S) of continuous
functions on a Stone space 2; the maximal ideals of Z are the ideals N,
= {zEZ: z(a) =0}, <r£2. For o-£2, we shall denote by 3„ the set of projections eEA tor which D(e)(<r) =0. Since D(e\Jf) £D(e)+D(f),
and since e<f
implies D(e)^D(f),
it is immediate that 3„ is a proper (excludes 1) p-ideal
[18, Definition 2.1 ]. Proper p-ideals give rise to proper ideals of Z:

Lemma 1.2. Let 3 be a p-ideal in A, and define P= {aD(e): a>0,

eE$}.

Then N = P —P+iP —iP is an ideal of Z, whose positive part is P, and whose
projections are 3(~\Z. In particular if 3 is proper, N is a proper ideal.
Proof. We will show that along with each of its elements, P contains all
smaller positive elements of Z, and that P is closed under addition. Suppose

0^z^aD(e),
projection/
p-ideal,/£3.

c£3, a>0. Then 0^a~1z^D(e)^l;
by Lemma 1.1 there is a
such that D(f)=orlz.
Since D(f)^D(e),
f<e, and since 3 is a
Then z = aD(f) shows that zEP- IictD(e) and 8D(f) are elements

of P, then eU/G3, aD(e)+$D(f)^aD(e\Jf)+PD(e\Jf)
thus aD(e)+PD(f)EP

= (a+p)D(e\Jf);

by the first part of the proof.

It is now straightforward
to show that N is an ideal, with positive part
P, and of course 3f^ZEPSuppose conversely that h is a projection in N,
say h=aD(e).
Choose an integer n such that 2"^a, and a projection/
such

thatD(f)=2~"h.
projections
Theorem

Then D(f) ^orlh = D(e), f<e, fEZ; since h is the sum of 2"

equivalent

to/,

hE3.

1.3. Every maximal

p-ideal 3 of A has the form 3 = 3, for some

aG2.
Proof. Use 3 to define the proper

ideal N as in Lemma

1.2. Say NEN„,

o-GS. If eG3, then D(e)EN, D(e)EN„, D(e)(a)=0, eEX; thus 3C"A, and
since 3 is maximal, 3 = 3„.
Conversely, every 3, is maximal.

For, let 3 be a maximal

p-ideal such that

3„C3- By Theorem 1.3, 3 = 3T for some rE2, thus 3„C3r. Necessarily a=r;
otherwise a central projection
h could be found such that h(<r)=0 and
h(r) = l, in other words hE3, but hE3T. Thus 3, = 3T= 3 is maximal.
Corollary

1.4. If M is a maximal ideal of A, and eEA

is a projection,

then e E M if and only if D(e) E M.
Proof. Let 3 be the set of projections

of M, so that 3 is a maximal p-ideal
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[18, Theorem 2.4]. By Theorem 1.3, 3 = 3„ cr£2. On the other hand, MC\Z
is a maximal ideal of Z, say M(~\Z = N7 [18, Theorem 2.6]. If h is a central
projection, the following are equivalent: h(r) =0, hENT, hEM, hE3, A£3„,
h(a)=0;

thus cr=r,

MC\Z = N<r. Then

for a projection

eEA,

are equivalent: eEM, e£3, eE3„ 7J>(e)(cr)
=0, D(e)EN„

the following

D(e)EM.

Lemma 1.5. If P is a primitive ideal of A, there is exactly one maximal ideal

M such that PEM;

one has PC~\Z= MC\Z.

Proof. If h is a central projection, either hEP or 1 —hEP; for, A/P has
scalar center [9, Lemma 9]. Let M be any maximal ideal containing P; of
course the projections
in PC\Z belong to MC~\Z. Conversely if hEM is a
central projection,
necessarily hEP;
otherwise
1—hEPEM,
1EM. Thus
the closed ideals P(~\Z, MC\Z of Z contain the same projections; since they
are generated (as closed ideals) by their projections, Pr\Z = MC\Z. Uniqueness of M follows from weak centrality
[18, Theorem 2.5].

Theorem 1.6. If I is a closed ideal of A, eEI implies D(e) EIProof. Since the C*-algebra A/1 is semi-simple, T is the intersection of
primitive ideals, say T = (W
By Lemma 1.5 there is a maximal ideal Ma

such that P«CATa-and Pa(~\Z=MaC\Z. If eEI, then eEPaEMa, D(e)EMa
by Corollary 1.4, D(e)EMaC\Z

= PaC\ZEPa;

The following two corollaries
morphic images:

have to do with defining dimension

Corollary

that e-fEI,
Proof.

since a is arbitrary,

1.7. If I is a closed ideal of A, and e,fEA

D(e)EL
in homo-

are projections

such

then D(e) -D(f)EI.
There

are

orthogonal

decompositions

that e'~f

and e"f = ef" = 0 [17, Theorem

f' = RP(ef),

e" = e-e',f"=f-f.

= e", as well as (e-/)/"=/"■

e = e' -\-e",

l];

Since 7 contains

f=f'-\-f",

specifically,
e-f,

it contains

By Theorem 1.6, D(e")EL

such

e' = LP(«/),

D(f")EL

(e-f)e"

Since

D(e') =D(f'), D(e) -D(f) =D(e") -D(f")EL
Corollary
1.8. Let M be a maximal ideal of A, e, fEA projections such
that D(e) —D(f)EM.
There exist sub projections ex^e, fx^f such that ei~/i and

e = ex,f=fx (mod AT).
Proof. By generalized
comparability,
write e = ex+e2, /=/i+/2,
where
ei~/i and e2,f2 have orthogonal central covers. Say h = C(e2). By assumption

AT contains D(e)-D(f) =D(e2)-D(f2),
hence it contains h[D(e2)-D(f,)]
= D(e2); hence it also contains D(f2)=D(e2)—[D(e2)—D(fi)}.
By Corollary
1.4, M contains e2, /2, thus e = ex and/=/i.
2. The A/M theorem. Throughout this section, AT is a maximal ideal of
A. We give a proof (due mainly to Wright and Kaplansky)
of the WrightYen theorem: A/M is AW*. Say M(~\Z = N„, a a suitable point in the spec-
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trum of the center (see §1 for notation). The canonical mapping A^>A/M
will be written a—>d. Any projection uEA/M
can be expressed in the form
u = e, e a projection in A [18, Theorem 3.2]. We define D(u)=D(e)(a);
by

Corollary 1.7, D(u) depends only on u, and by Corollary 1.4, D(u) =0 if and
only if u = 0. Thus D is a well-defined "definite" numerical function on the
set of projections of A/M; we proceed to show that D has the usual properties of a dimension function. The following lemma is valid for any closed
ideal in any AW*-algebra, in view of the generality of [18, Theorem 3.2].

Lemma 2.1. Let u, v be equivalent projections in A/M. Say u = e, v=f,
where e and f are projections in A. There exist subprojections e0^e, fo^sf, and
a partial isometry wEA such that: w*w = e0, ww*=fo, e0 = u, fo = v, and w is
the given partial isometry implementing w-^v.
Proof. By assumption
there is an xEA such that x*x = e and xx*=f
(mod M). Replacing x hy fxe, one can assume fx=x = xe. Let Co= RP (x) ^e,
/o = LP(x)^/;
let x = wr be the canonical factorization
[19, Lemma 2.1],
r^>0, r2 = x*x, w*w = eo, ww*=f0. Multiplying through x*x=e by e0, we have
x*x = eo, e = e0. Similarly/=/0.
Since r2 = x*x = e0, f and e0 are positive square
roots of e0; since positive square roots are unique in a C*-algebra, f = &o.
Thus x = wf = (we0)~ = w.
In particular,
if u, vEA/M
are equivalent projections, they are unitarily
equivalent; for, in the notation of the lemma, e0 and /0 are unitarily equivalent [7, Theorem 5.7], and we may pass to quotients. Consequently u~v implies 1— m-~1 —v; and u^v, u~v imply u=v. This already shows that if
A/M is indeed AW*, it is necessarily finite.

Lemma 2.2. Let u, vEA/M
= D(v).

be projections.

Then u~v if and only if D(u)

Proof. Say u=e, v=f. If D(u) = D(v), then D(e)-D(f)EM;
Corollary
1.8 and passing to quotients,
we have
Lemma 2.1 provides subprojections
c0^e,/o^/such

then D(u) =D(e0)(a) =D(f0)(a)
Lemma
A/M,

applying

u~v. Conversely
if u~v,
that e0~/o, eo = u,f0 = v;

= D(v).

2.3. If ui, u2, u%, ■ ■ ■ is a sequence of orthogonal

one can write un = en with the en orthogonal

projections

projections

in

in A.

Proof. Let Ui = ei, eiEA a projection. If the canonical mapping A—*A/M
is restricted to (l—ei)A(l—ei),
the image is (1 —Ui)A/M(l —Ui); since the
latter contains w2, there is a projection c2g 1 —ei such that e2= u2. The proof
continues by induction.
If u, v are orthogonal projections in A/M, then D(u+v) =D(u)+D(v);
for by Lemma 2.3 one can write u = e, v=f with ef=0, hence D(u+v)

= D(e+f)=D[(e+f)-]=D(e+f)(a)=D(e)(<r)+D(f)(cr)=D(u)+D(v).
properties

of D noted so far ensure that as soon as A/M

The

is shown to be AW*
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(finite, scalar center), D will be the unique normalized numerical dimension
function. From the additivity of 75, one sees that D(u) ^D(v) when u^v (or
when u<v).
In particular
if «i, • • • , w„ are orthogonal,
Y" D(ui)
= S(«i+ • • • +«„)^1.
It follows at once that A/M is of denumerable type:
every family of orthogonal nonzero projections is countable. In the next
lemma, the passage to subprojections is crucial for later arguments (Lemma

5.2).
Lemma 2.4. Let tt\, u2, • • • be a sequence of orthogonal projections in A/M;
say u„ = en, with the en orthogonal.

There exist subprojections

fn^en

(1) /» = «„; (2) on setting f = LUB fn and u=f, one has u=LUB

such that:

u„. One has

D(u)=YiD(ut).
Proof. Since the type I case can be read out of [18, Theorem 5.1 ], we assume A is type II. Set an = D(u„) =D(et)(a).
By Lemma 1.1, there is a projection gnEA such that D(gn)=an
(the constant
function).
In particular
D(gn)(a)=otn
= D(en)(a), D(gt)-D(en)EM;
projections
hn^gn, fn^en,
such that hn~fn

(convergent and
^ /.Diet)

^1),

and /=LUB

= y^qn = a. and

by Corollary
1.8, there are suband/„
= e„ = w„. Set a= ^Zj0 a„

/„. Then D(f) = YD_(fn) = £#(&„)

in particular

D(f)(a)^a;

u=f. On the other hand,/^/„, «=/^/„
= Y? «», D(u) ^a. Thus D(u) =a.

= «„, u^Yi

thus

D(u)^a,

where

«». D(u) ^ Y? D(un)

We now show that « = LUB un. Already u^un for all ra. Suppose conversely that vEA/M
is a projection such that un^v for all ra, and assume to
the contrary that ra is not ?=v, that is, u(l —v)9*0. Letv = g, and set a =f(l —g).
We are assuming a^O, equivalently
aci*^0, aa*EM.
By spectral theory,
aa* is the limit in norm of linear combinations of projections, each a multiple
of aa*;

aa*EM

not

all of these

projections

(M is closed). Thus let hEA

aa*b = h for suitable
= u„(l— v) =«„-unv

can

lie in M, since

be a projection

this

would

such that

hEM

imply

and

bEA. Since fa = a, clearly h^f. Since una = unu(l —v)
= 0, also unh = 0. Thus «„, k are orthogonal
projections

^m, hence Y" D(ut) + D(h)^D(u),

a + D(h)^a,

D(h)=0, h = 0, hEM,

contradiction.
To prove that A/M is AW*, let {xj} be any family of elements of A/M;
it must be shown that the right annihilator
of the family is the principal

right ideal generated by a projection u. Let («„) be a maximal family (necessarily countable) of nonzero orthogonal projections such that for each /,
XjUn= 0 for all ra. Set w = LUB «„. Assertion: XjU=0. If not, there is a nonzero
projection v such that v=yux*x}-u for suitable yEA/M
(see the proof of
Lemma 2.4). Clearly vu=v; but (Xju)un = XjUn= 0 implies vu„ = 0, u„^l—v,
u^l—v, uv = 0, thus v = uv = 0, contradiction.
Consequently
the right annihilator of the family {xj} contains u(A/M).
Conversely if XjZ= 0 for all/, necessarily uz = z. For if (1 —u)z9*0, then for
suitable yEA/M,
(l—u)zz*(l—u)y
is a nonzero projection
v. Evidently
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v^l—u;
also Xj(l —u)z = (xj—Xju)z=XjZ = 0 implies x/v=0 for all j. Since
vu = 0, maximality is contradicted.
3. Some preliminary algebra. Throughout this section, B is a ring with
involution *, with axioms to be added from time to time. The axioms are
satisfied by A and by its regular enlargement C; our reason for introducing
B is to discuss simultaneously A, C, and certain of their homomorphic images.
The subset of B right annihilating an element x will be denoted R(x).
Axiom (i). For every xEB,

[7, Theorem 2.3],'and

there is a projection e suck that R(x) =eB (see

[l, Corollary 7.3]).

Putting x = 0, one sees that B has a unity element. The projection e is
unique;/=
1 —c is the smallest projection such that xf = x, in the sense tha'
if g is any other, necessarily f=fg. Notation: /= RP(x), the right projection
of x; xy = 0 is equivalent to/y = 0. Similarly for the left projection, LP(x).
If x*x = 0, necessarily x = 0; for if e = LP(x), x*e = 0, x = ex = 0. It follows

that R(y*y) =R(y),

hence RP(y*y) = RP(y). The relation e = ef defines a

partial
duce

in the set of all projections.

ordering

e^f

To get a lattice,

we intro-

Axiom (ii). If x*x+y*y = 0, then x=y = 0 (see [l, Lemma 3.4]).
Lemma 3.1. The projections of B form a lattice, specifically e\Jf=RP(e+f)-

More generally, if e = RP(x) andf=RP(y),

then eU/=i?P(x*x+y*y).

Proof. Let g = RP (x*x+y*y). Since (x*x+y*y)(l -g) =0, (l-g)(x*x
+y*y)(l-g)=0,
[x(l-g)]*[x(l-g)]+\y(l-g)]*[y(l-g)]=0,
axiom (ii)
gives x(l—g)=y(l—g) =0, e(l— g) =f(l—g) =0, e^g and f^g. On the other
hand if e^h

and f^h,

then l—h right annihilates

x, y, and therefore

x*x

+y*y; hence g(l —h)=0, g^h. Thus g = e^7/.
Axiom

(iii). Given any x, yEB,

there is a zEB

such that x*x+y*y

= z*z

(see [l, Corollary 6.2]).
By induction any finite sum xfxi+
■ ■ ■ +x*xn can be expressed in the
form z*z; Axiom (ii) can be written for finite sums, and yields RP (x*Xi+ • • ■
+xtxn) = RP (xi)U • • • URP (xn).
An element x£7J is positive, notation xSiO, in case x = y*y for some yEB.

By Axiom (iii), xj^O and y^O imply x+y^Q.

If x^O, z*xz^0 for all z. It

x^O and —x^O, then x=0 by Axiom (ii). If x, yEB are self-adjoint, xgy
means y—x^O; the usual properties of an order relation are verified. There
is no conflict with the earlier ordering for projections:

Lemma 3.2. For projections e, f, the following are equivalent:

(1)

e = ef,

(2)

f — e is a projection,

(3)

f-e^0.
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are obvious. Suppose/—e

f = e+x*x, f = RP(f) = RP(e*e+x*x) =«URP(x),

= x*x. Then

hence e = ef; that is, eg/

in the earlier sense.
An element wEB is a partial isometry if w*w is a projection. Say w*w = e;
since (we —w)*(we —w) =0, we=w, hence/ = ww* is a projection. Thus w* is
also a partial isometry. Projections e,f are called equivalent if there is a partial
isometry w such that w*w = e, ww*=f; notation: e~/.
Axiom (iv). Any xEB

can be written x = wr, r^O, r2 = x*x (see [19, Lemma

2.1], arad [l, Corollary 7.4]).
Assume x=w
as above, and let e = RP(x); then e = RP(x*x) = RP(r2)
= RP(r). Thus x = wr=(we)r;
replacing w by we, we can assume we = w.
Necessarily w*x=r; for, (x*w —r)r = x*wr— r2 = x*x— r2 = 0, hence (x*w —r)e
= 0, x*w —r = 0. It follows that w*w = e; for, (w*w —e)r = w*wr— er = w*x— r
= 0, hence (w*w —e)e = 0, w*w —e = 0. Let /=LP(x).
Then ww*=f. For,
ww*x = wr = x shows thatf ^ww*; on the other hand (1 —f)x = 0, (l—f)wr = 0,

[(l-f)w]e = 0, (l-f)w = 0, (l-f)ww* = 0, ww*^f. Thus:
Lemma 3.3. Any xEB can be factored x = wr, r^O,
w*w = RP(x), ww* = LP(x). In particular RP(x)~LP(x).

r2 = x*x, w*x = r,

All that is really needed in the above is r*=r, but r^O will be used in
Lemma 3.9. Since w*xw*=rw* = (wr)*=x*, every (two-sided) ideal 7 of B
is self-adjoint;
passing to quotients, B/I admits an involution.
Just as in [7, Lemma 5.3], one computes that LP[e(l— f)] =e —eC\f and

RP[e(l-f)]=eVf-f,
Corollary

hence

3.4. For any pair of projections e,fEB,

e\J f - f~ e - e(~\f.
Corollary

3.5. If I is any ideal in B, its projections form a p-ideal.

Proof. The same as [18, Lemma 2.1].

Lemma 3.6. If 3 is a p-ideal, then 1= {xEB: RP(x)E%} is an ideal, the
smallest containing

Proof. If xEI,

x, yEI,

3, and 3 is the set of projections

in I.

then RP(x*) = LP(x)~RP(x)G3

then RP(x+y) gRP(x)URP(y)G3,

shows that x*£7.

If

thus x+y EL If x£7 and

yEB, then RP(yx) :§ RP(x) £3, yxEI- Suppose 7' is any other ideal containing 3; if x£7 and e = RP(x), then x=xe shows that x£7', thus 7£7'. For a
projection e, RP(e) =e, so 7 contains no new projections.
An ideal 7 is said to be restricted if it is generated by its projections
[3,

Definition 3.3]; in other words, x£7 if and only if RP(x)£7

(Lemma 3.6).

For use in the next proof, we observe that if x, yEB and RP(x) —e, then
RP(xy) = RP(ey). For, the following relations
are equivalent:
(xy)z = 0,
x(yz) =0, e(yz) =0, (ry)z = 0; thus R(xy) =R(ey).
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Theorem 3.7. If I is a restricted ideal of B, the *-ring B/I satisfies axioms
(i) through (iv). If x—>xis the canonical mapping B-+B/I, then:

(1) RP(x) = [RP(x)}-,
(2) all projections of B/I are of the form e, e a projection of B,

(3) (eVJf)-= e\Jf, '
(4) xSiO implies x^O; and if x^O, one can write x = y with y^O.
Proof. Let xEB/I,
e = RP(x); by the preceding remarks, the following
relations are equivalent: xy = 0, xy£7, RP(xy)£7,
RP(«y)£7,
eyEI, ey = 0.
This proves Axiom (i) and (1). Axiom (ii): if x*x + y*y = 0, then x*x+y*y£7,

thus 7 contains RP(x*x+y*y)

= RP(x)URP(y),

RP(x) and RP(y), hence

x and y; thus x = y = 0. Axioms (iii), (iv), and assertion
u = x is a projection
in 75/7, and e = RP(x),
then

= [RP(x)]- = e. IteJEB

(4) are obvious. If
u = RP(m) = RP(x)

are projections,then e\Jf=RP(e+f)

= [RP (e+f)]~

= (eVf)~.
Theorem 3.8. Let u, v be equivalent projections in B/I, I a restricted ideal.
Say u = e,v =/. Then there exist subprojections e0 ^ e, fo if, and a partial isometry wEB such that: w*w = e0, ww*=f0, eo = u,f0 = v, and w is the given partial isometry implementing u~v.
Proof. The argument proceeds as in Lemma 2.1, until we have f, e0 positive square roots of e0. Since re0 = r,f and e0 commute. Then f = e0 results from
the following lemma, which might as well (Theorem 3.7) be proved in B:

Lemma 3.9. 7/x^0,

y^O, xy=yx,

and x2=y2, then x=y.

Proof. Same as in [l, Corollary 6.2].
Lemma 3.10. If I is a restricted ideal of B, and ui, u2, u3, ■ ■ ■ is a sequence
of orthogonal projections in B/I, one can write un = en, with e\, e2, e$, ■ ■ ■ a
sequence of orthogonal projections in B.
Proof. By Theorem 3.7, «i = ci, exEB a projection. Since (l—e^)B(l—ei)
maps canonically
onto (1 —Mi)5/7(1 —u{), suppose x£(l —ei)B(l —Cj) with
x = w2. Set e2 = RP(x) ^ 1 —d; then m2= RP (m2) = [RP (x)]~ = e2. The proof
proceeds by induction.
Up to now the discussion
is relevant
for either C or A (or any AW*algebra) in the role of B. What follows has content only for C; see the defini-

tion following
Axiom (v). B is an algebra over the complex numbers, and * is conjugate
linear.
An element aEB

is bounded if there exists a real number ag:0 such that

a*a^a. The set of bounded elements is denoted B0. (If B = C, then B0=A
by [l, Lemma 5.1 ].)
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Lemma 3.11. BQ is a self-adjoint subalgebra of B, containing all partial isometries (hence all projections). B0 satisfies all axioms to date, and for aEB0,
RP(a) is the same whether computed in Bo or in B.
Proof. Suppose w*w = e, e a projection; then 1 —w*w = l —e = (l—e)*(l—e)
^0,w*w^l,wEB0.
Leta,bEBo,saya*a^aandb*b^p.Then(a+b)*(a+b)

^(a+b)*(a+b)

+ (a-b)*(a-b)=2a*a

(ab)*(ab) =b*(a*a)b^ab*b^aj3,

+ 2b*b^2a+2P, thus a+bEB0. Also

hence abEB0. Clearly B0 is a subalgebra of

B. If aEBo, also a*EB0; for if a*a^a,
and a=wr as in Lemma 3.3, then
aa* =wr2w* =w(a*a)w* ^aww* =af ^a.
Since B0 is a *-subalgebra containing all projections, it is clear that B0
satisfies Axiom (i), and RP (a) is unambiguous
for aEBo- Axiom (ii): a
fortiori. Axiom (iii): suppose a*a^a,
b*b^{l, and a*a+b*b = z*z with zEB;
then z*zga+/3,
zEB0. Axiom (iv): if aEBo and a = wr as above, then r2

= a*a^a,

thus w, rEBo-

In particular, for projections e, f, e~/ means the same thing in B0 and
B, and the lattice operations in B0 are the same as those in B. We shall refer
to Bo as the bounded subalgebra of B.
Axiom (vi). 7/x, yEB,

x^O, y=^0, and x2^y2, there is a bounded element

v such that x = vy. (See [l, Corollary 7.6].)
If 7 is a restricted ideal of B, B/I has its own bounded subalgebra
rem 3.7). Perhaps Axiom (vi) does not survive passage to quotients,

(Theobut we

shall not need it.

Theorem 3.12. If I is a restricted ideal of B, the bounded subalgebra of B/I
is the canonical image of the bounded subalgebra of B.

Proof. Since x^O implies x^O, clearly aEBo implies that a is in the
bounded
subalgebra
of B/I. Suppose conversely
x*x:£a;
we can assume
a=l,
x*x^l.
Say 1 —x*x = y*y, thus x*x+y*y=l
(mod T). Let x = wr as in
Lemma 3.3. Suppose x*x+y*y = s2, s^O (Axioms (iii), (iv)). Since s2=l, one
has s = l by Lemma 3.9. Since r2 = x*x^x*x+y*y
= s2, Axiom (vi) provides
vEBo with r = vs. Then x = wf = wvs = (wv)~, where w, f £B0.
Remarks.
(1). If T is a restricted ideal of B, ir\Ba is a restricted ideal of
B0; since both are determined
by the same p-ideal, I-+IP\Ba
is a one-one
correspondence
between the restricted ideals of B and Bo(2). If B is regular, and therefore *-regular [10, §2], an element of B and

its right projection are multiples of each other; hence all ideals I of B are restricted, and I—>I(~\Bo is a one-one correspondence
between all ideals of B

and all restricted ideals of B0.
(3). If T is a restricted ideal of B, there is a natural mapping B0/ir\B0
—>B/I; it is a *-isomorphism into, and the image is the bounded subalgebra of
B/I (Theorem 3.12). In particular the projection geometries of B0/ir\BQ and

B/I are identical.
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(4). Eventually we will have occasion to discuss instances of B in connection with [10]. The notion of equivalence of projections employed there is
slightly different; for convenience let us call it "algebraic equivalence":
projections e,fEB are algebraically equivalent if there exist elements xEJBe,

yEeBf such that yx = e and xy=f. But then e~f. For, let c0=RPW^e;
then x(e —e0)=0, yx(e —e0)=0, e(e—e0)=0, e = e0, thus e = RP(x). Similarly
/=LP(x),
and we know that RP(x)~LP(x).
Thus, using only Axioms (i)
through (iv), we see that the two notions of equivalence coincide in B.

4. Restricted ideals of A and C. Let 3 be a p-ideal oi A, I the ideal of A
generated by 3, namely 7= {aEA: RP (a)£3}.
Denote by a—>5 the canonical mapping A—+A/I. It is well-known that Axioms (i) through (iv) of §3 are
verified in A (and in any AW*-algebra), hence they are verified in A/1, by
Theorem 3.7. Consequently A/I possesses all properties through Lemma 3.10
(the rest being relevant only for C). Specifically: the projections of A/I form
a lattice; any projection uEA/I
has the form u = e, e a projection in A; il

aEA and « = RP(a), the right annihilator of a is (1 —e)A/I; if e, fEA

are

projections, (eU/)~ = e\Jf; for any pair of projections u, vEA/I,
u\Jv —u~v
—uf~\v; any sequence of orthogonal projections in A/I lifts to a sequence of
orthogonal projections in A; any pair of equivalent projections in .4/7 can
be lifted (along with the partial isometry) to equivalent
projections in A.
Because of the finiteness of A, we have further:

Lemma 4.1. The projection lattice of A/1 is modular. Equivalent projections
are unitarily equivalent.

Proof, if u~v, one can write u = e, v =/ with e~/; since e, f are unitarily
equivalent
[7, Theorem 5.7], so are u, v. In particular u~v implies 1 —m~1
—v; also u^v, w^v imply u=v. Modularity can now be proved exactly as in
[7, Theorem 6.3]. Alternatively,
suppose u, v, wEA/I
are projections such
that u^w. Since u(l—w)=0,
one can write u = e, w = % with e(l— g)=0; if
»=/, the modular law in A gives
tients gives the desired (uKJv)r\w

(eW/)P\g =eU(/V>\g),
= uVJ(vH\w).

and passage

to quo-

For projections u, vEA/I,
u<v means that u is equivalent' to a subprojection
of v. An easy consequence
of finiteness (Lemma 4.1) is that
u<v and v<u imply w~d. Generalized comparability
holds in A/I: if u, v
are any projections,
there is a central projection h such that hu<hv and
(1— h)v<(l— h)u (lift u, v to A, apply generalized comparability
in A, pass
to quotients).
Thus the projections of A/1 form an orthocomplemented
modular lattice;
following Dye's terminology [4], we call it the projection geometry of .4/7.

By [15, Theorems 14.1, 4.3, 4.5], there is a *-regular ring R [10, §2] whose
projection geometry is that of A/I; in this circle of ideas one must assume
that A/I contains at least 4X4 matrix units. However, this regular ring is
already at hand, with no assumptions needed about matrix units, and A/I is

embedded in it:
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Theorem 4.2. Let 3 be a p-ideal of A, and I (resp. J) the ideal of A (resp. C)
generated by 3. The projections of A/1 form an orthocomplemented modular lattice; the natural mapping A/I-^C/J
is a ^-isomorphism onto the bounded
subalgebra of the ^-regular ring C/J, and in particular A/1 and C/J have orthoisomorphic projection geometries.

Proof. Denote by x—*x the canonical mapping C—>C/J. If xEC and
e = RP(x), one has Cx = Ce; hence (C/J)x=(C/J)i,
thus C/J is *-regular.
The bounded subalgebra of C is A, hence the bounded subalgebra of C/J is

the set of all a, aEA (Theorem 3.12). By Remarks 2, 3 and at the end of §3,
I = AC\J, and the mapping a—>a (a£.,4) is a "--isomorphism into; the image is
the bounded subalgebra
of C/J. By Theorem 3.7, the projections
of .4/7
(resp. C/J) are all of the form e (resp. e), with e a projection of A; thus the
correspondence
e«->e identifies the projection geometries of A/1, C/J.

5. Reduction of the projection geometry of A. Let ATbe a maximal ideal
of A, I the restricted ideal of A generated by the projections of M. Thus
7 = {aEA: RP(a) E M}, and AT is the closure of T. Without reference to the
regular ring C, we shall prove that A/I is a Baer *-ring, and that its projections form an irreducible continuous geometry. The regular ring for this continuous geometry is C/J, where J is the ideal of C generated by the projections of AT. The AW*-algebra A/M will play an auxiliary role. The notations
for canonical mappings:.4—>A/I
(a—>a),A—*A/M (a—>a),and C—>C/7(x—»x).
Since IEM,
there is a natural mapping (j>:A/I—*A/M, namely (p(a) =a;
0 is a *-homomorphism
onto. Since every projection of A/1 (resp. A/M) has
the form e (resp. e) with e a projection in A, c/>maps the projection geometry
of A/1 onto that of A/M, preserving orthogonal complements,
order, equivalence.

Moreover

since T and AT contain

the same

projections,

alent to e = 0; thus d>(e) =0 if and only if e = 0, c/>is "faithful
on projections.
But it is conceivable that e=f without e=f.

Lemma 5.1. A/I

Proof.
A/I, the
family of
able type

is of denumerable

e = 0 is equiv-

at the origin"

type.

That is, if {u,} is a family of orthogonal nonzero projections in
family is countable;
this follows from the fact that {(p(ui)} is a
orthogonal nonzero projections in A/M, and A/M is of denumer(remarks preceding Lemma 2.4).

Lemma 5.2. Every sequence of orthogonal projections in A/1 has a LUB.
Proof. Let «i, u2, ■ ■ ■ be the given orthogonal sequence. By Lemma 3.10,
write ra„ = en, with the en orthogonal projections of A. Then e„ is an orthogonal
sequence in A/M. By Lemma 2.4, there are subprojections/„^e„
such that
fn = en, and such that on setting/ = LUB/„ one has/= LUB e„. Our choice for
LUB un is «=/. First, un^u.
For, eH—fnEM, en—fn is a projection,
hence
en—fnEI;

thus

fn = en = un; since

fn(l— f)=0,

passage

to quotients

in A/I
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gives un(l —u) =0. Suppose vEA/I
must be shown that u(l—v)=0.

is a projection such that univ for all n; it
Say » = g. Assume to the contrary
that

«(1 -v) ^0, that 18/(1-g) £7. Let/o = LP [f(l -g)_] if; then /.$/,/,
have m„[m(1 —n)] =m„(1— z>)=un —unv = 0; since /0 = LP[u(l

*0. We

—v)] it follows

that w„/o= 0. Then tp(un)<p(fo)=0, e„/0 = 0 for all », //„ = 0,_(//,)-=
/o = 0, contradiction.

We mention
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again for later use that

D(f)=

0, /0 = 0,
23" 7>(e„)

(Lemma 2.4).
A ring with involution is a Baer *-ring if the right annihilator of any subset is the principal right ideal generated by a projection
[ll, Chapter III,
Definition 2]; it follows at once that the projections form a complete lattice

[ll, Chapter III, Proposition l].
Theorem
5.3. A/I
complete lattice.

is a Baer *-ring; in particular

Proof. Given a subset
ily (necessarily countable)

its projections

form a

{xy} of A/I, let (un) he a maximal orthogonal famof nonzero projections such that for eachj, XjUn= 0

for all m. Set w = LUB un (Lemma 5.2). Necessarily XjU—0; for if », = RP (xj),
then VjUn= 0 for all n, unil—Vj, uil—Vj,
VjU= 0, XjU= 0. Thus the right
annhilator

of the family

for all j. Assertion: uy=y.

{x,} includes

u(A/I).

Conversely

If not, let Mo= LP [(1— u)y]^0;

suppose

xyy = 0

clearly u0u = 0.

For any_/', Xj[(l —u)y] = (xj —XjU)y = Xjy = 0, hence XjUo= 0. This contradicts
maximality
of the family (u„), since u0un=0 ior all n.
Thus the projections of A/I form an orthocomplemented
complete modular lattice, hence a continuous geometry [lO]. We shall see shortly that [10]
can be circumvented
entirely. Let us temporarily allow the regular ring C to
intrude. The embedding A/I-^C/J,
mapping projections
onto projections,
shows that C/J is a complete *-regular ring (Theorem 5.3). Thus we can
already quote [10] at Theorem 3. A further shortcut: the proof of finiteness
[10, Theorem 2] is covered by Lemma 4.1 and Remark 4 at the end of §3.
After the next lemma, we can bypass [10], and refer the matter back to [7].
The next remarks will be used in Lemma 5.4. Suppose (un) is a sequence
of projections
in A/I, un = en, e = LUB en, u = e, and suppose that w = LUB u„.
Then it is permissible to pass to subprojections,
in the following sense: if
fnien
and fn = e„, then/=LUB/n
also satisfies/=LUB
u„. For,fie
implies
fie = u; and /„if
implies /„ if, unif,
hence uif.

Lemma 5.4. If («„), (vn) are sequences of orthogonal projections in A/1
such that w„~z>„ for all n, then LUB un~LTJB
vn- More specifically,
let u
= LUBun, v=LUBvn,
and let x„ be a partial isometry such that x*x„ = m„,

xnx* = vn. Then there exists a partial
xun = xnfor

isometry x such that x*x = u, xx*=v,

and

all n.

Proof. Write un = en with the en orthogonal
projections
in A; similarly
Vn=fn, thefn orthogonal projections
in A. Dropping down to subprojections
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of the c„ (resp. /„), we can assume from the proof of Lemma 5.2 that
c = LUB e„ satisfies e = u (resp. /= LUB /„ satisfies f=v). Dropping down still
further, we can assume en~/„ (by Theorem 3.8, and the remarks preceding
this lemma). At the same time we have partial isometries wnEA such that
w*wn = en, wnw*=fn, and w)„= x„. By [8, Lemma 20], there is a partial isometry wEA such that w*w = e, ww*=f, and wen = wn. Then x = w meets all
requirements.
Let us return to the proof that the projection
lattice is a continuous
geometry. This lattice is complemented,
modular (Lemma 4.1), and complete
(Theorem
5.3), thus only the continuity
axioms need to be verified. First
note that for any pair of projections u, vEA/I,
either u<v or v<u. For, if
hEA is a central projection, either hEM or 1 —hEM (A/M is simple), thus

hEI or 1 —hEI; our assertion follows on lifting u, v to A, applying generalized comparability,
and passing to quotients. The proof of the continuity
axioms in [7, Theorem 6.5] can now be used as it stands; its main ingredients
are comparability,
the "parallelogram
law" (Corollary
3.4), finiteness
(Lemma 4.1), and additivity of equivalence (Lemma 5.4). Thus

Theorem
etry.

5.5. The projections of A/I form an irreducible continuous geom-

Proof. Observe that 0 and 1 are the only central projections in .4/7. For
suppose u = e is central; then (p(u) =e is central in A/M, e = 0 or 1 (A/M is

simple), eEM or 1 —eEM, eEI or 1 —eEI- Thus by [7, Theorem 6.6, part
(a)], 0 and 1 are the only projections in A/I with unique complements;
in
other words the projection geometry is irreducible in the sense of continuous
geometry.
The dimension function for this continuous
geometry is already at hand.
If u = e, set D(u) = D[(p(u)}, that is, D(e) =D(e) =D(e)(a),
where cr is the character of the center determined
by M. Since (p is a *-homomorphism,
D is a
dimension
function
on A/M,
and (p(u)=0
only when u = 0, we have im-

mediately: 0^D(u)^l,

D(l) = l, D(u)=0

+ D(v) when uv = 0, u~v
then m~u; for, supposing

only when w=0, D(u+v) =D(u)

implies D(u) = B(v). It follows that if D(u) =D(v),
by comparability
that u~w^v,
one has D(v —w)

= D(v)—D(w)=D(v)—D(u)=0,

v —w = 0. Similarly

u<v

if and only if

D(u) ^D(v). If (ut) is a sequence of orthogonal projections and ra = LUB «„,
then D(u) = Yi 7)(w»); choice of proofs: (a) the same proof as [14, Lemma
8.3.2], or (b) the last line of the proof of Lemma 5.2. Thus if (ut) is an increasing sequence of projections with LUB u, then T)(m)=LUB
D(un) [14,
Lemma 8.3.3]. The same result holds for increasingly directed families:

Lemma 5.6. If Uj | u, then D(uj) t T)(u).
Proof.

The notation

any indices jx, j2, there

Uj\u

means:

the indices form an ordered

is a/3 such that/i^/3

and j2^J3\

j = k implies

set; for
Uj^uk;
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finally u = LUB Uj. Set Ay= D(u,); then Ayi D(u), and Ay\ . Let A = LUB Ay,
so that Ay | A i D(u). We must show A = D(u). Choose a sequence (Ay„) such
that AJri—>A;while we are at it, we can require jiij2ijzi
• • • . Then if
zj= LUBwy„, we have uin'\v;
by remarks
preceding
the lemma,
D(v)
= LUB D(ujn)= LUB Ajn=A. Thus it will suffice to prove v = u. Of course
viu, so it is enough to show that if k is any fixed index, ukiv; equivalently,
Uk^Jv = v. By associativity
of the LUB operation,
we have Uk^Jujn | UkUv,
hence D(uk^JujJ f D(uk^Jv). For each n, choose an index kn such that
kikn

iA;

and jnikn.

Then

Uk^JujniUkn,

hence Ay, = /)(«,•„) ^7)(MtWwy„) iD(ukn)

letting n—><x>,we have B(UkSJuin) f A. But already

KJv), thus
= A-D(v)=0,

D(uk\Jv)=A = D(v).
ukyJv-v = 0.

Finally

D(ukSJuJn) | D(uk
D(uk^Jv-v) = D(uk\Jv) -D(v)

On the basis of Lemma 5.6, we give still another proof of the continuity
axioms in A/I. Suppose {uj} is an increasingly directed family of projections
with LUB u, in other words Myj u. Ii v is any other projection, we must show
UjC\v | uf~\v. Let w = LUB (uj(~\v); it is clear that UjC\v \ wiu(~\v.
Since
u(~\v —UjC\v = uC\v —UjC\(ur\v)~(ur\v)KJuj
—Ujiu— ujt we have D(uf\v

—UjC\v)iD(u)—D(Uj).
Since D(u)—D(uj) 10 by Lemma 5.6, D(uC\v)
= LUB D(ujC\v). In other words (Lemma 5.6), D(uC\v) =D(w), D(uC\v —w)
= 0, uf\v —w = 0.
Finally,

we restate

the above results in terms of a reduction

theory

[12]:

Theorem 5.7. Let (3*) be the family of all maximal p-ideals of the finite
AW*-algebra A, 7x the ideal of A generated by 3\, i!7\ the closure of I\, G the
projection geometry of A, G\ the projection geometry of A/I\, 8\'.G^G\
the restriction to G of the canonical mapping A—>A/I\, <p\\A/I\-^>A/M\
the natural
*-homomorphism onto. Then:
(1) G\ is an irreducible continuous geometry;

(2) 0Xmaps G onto Gx, 6x(l -e) = 1 -&(«), 0x(«M/) =0x(e)U0x(/),
subset of G mapped
(3) if

D\

(resp.

3x « the

onto 0;
D\)

is the

unique

normalized

dimension

function

for

G\ (resp. A/My), one has D\ = D\0 <b\.
If C is the regular ring of A, and J\ is the ideal of C generated by 3\, then:
(4) C/J\ is the regular ring of G\, and is a simple complete *-regular ring;
(5) the natural mapping i\:A/I\^C/J>,
is a *-isomorphism whose image is

the bounded subalgebra of C/J\.
Proof. (1), (2), (3) were noted above. Since p-ideals are in one-one correspondence with the ideals of C (Remark 2 at the end of §3), 7x is a maximal
ideal; thus C/7x is simple. The rest of (4), (5) is contained in Theorem 4.2.
This system of irreducible representations
of G is complete in the following
sense: if 9\(e) =d\(f) for all X, thene=/;
for, e—f lies in every h, and the intersection of the 7x (even the M\) is 0.
For the following remarks, adopt the notation prior to Theorem 5.7.
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(1). The proof of continuity axioms given following Lemma 5.6 could just
as well be used for 4; this reverses the point of view in [7] (first continuity
axioms, then dimension).
(2). The trio A/1, A/M, C/J illustrates
the appropriateness
of Baer
*-ring as a unifying concept.
(3). Since the dimension functions of ^4/T and A/M have the same range
of values, their projection geometries are jointly type II or type I; and if
type I, the orders are the same. Thus [18, Theorem 5.1 ] provides a construction for Baer *-rings of type II. See Remark 4.
(4). If T is contained in AT properly (the usual case), then A/M and A/I
cannot be isomorphic. For, A/M is simple, while 4/T has the nontrivial ideal
M/I. Since M/I is the only maximal ideal of A/1, A/I is an example of a
finite Baer *-ring which is not strongly semi-simple. The key to the situation
is that AT/7 contains no projections other than 0 (AT and T contain the same
projections),
thus the "EP-axiom"
is violated with a vengeance
[ll, Chap-

ter VII, Theorem 7].
(5). Let I EM properly as in 4. Let Cm be the regular ring of A/M as
provided by [l]. The bounded subalgebra (of Cm or of C/J) is characterized
as the set of all x such that x*x^ra for some integer ra. This shows that Cm
and C/J cannot be isomorphic as rings with involution (if they were, their
bounded subalgebras would be isomorphic; but A/M and .4/T are not isomorphic even as rings). Still, it is conceivable
that Cm and C/7 might be
isomorphic as rings. To put it another way, the projection geometries of A/M
and A/1 might be isomorphic as lattices ([15, Theorem 4.2] with appropriate
assumptions
about orders). We have not been able to resolve this question.
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